MS777

FOUM ZGUID – LAC IRIKI

74KM

January 2018 – Toyota HZJ78 (Fred & Jo W)
Description
An alternative route between Foum Zguid and Lac Iriki. While routes MS7 and MS77 on the east
side of Jebel El Khbag are predominantly stony, this side, although not completely devoid of
rocks, is mostly sandy making for smoother driving. It can serve as an alternative beginning or
ending to MS7 or MS77, as well as an easy way in or out for MS8. Or it’s just a nice way to Lac
Iriki from Foum Zguid for a spot of fishing. It’s 15km longer then the usual, eyeball-frothing
approach to Iriki from the west, which may be why you won’t see any tourists or hardly anyone
else on this route.
Off Road
Fast piste, mostly sand with fine gravel. Some short rocky bits and a few sandy oueds to cross,
nothing a bit of momentum can’t fix. Only at KM45 a longer sandy stretch might cause some
problems for less capable vehicles.
Route Finding
Easy. Military signposts and Dakar mounds help the navigating. This track is only partially plotted
on GPS maps with nothing much on paper mpas. There are two military checkpoints to navigate,
having a fiches will speed up this process.
Suggested duration
About two hours.
Route Description
0km N30° 05.40’ W06° 52.66’
AFRIQUIA fuel north end of town. Head south over a roundabout and out of town.
9
N30° 01.661' W6° 54.086’
Turn SSW onto the piste; clearly marked with a truck tire, a kilometre marker and a big sign
indicating, among other things, “PISTE RALLY” and “BOUD N’SOUR”.
15
N29° 58.676' W6° 55.231’
Cross a small oued, more military signs (N’SSOUR) follow shortly. Maintain the same heading.
25
N29° 53.716' W6° 55.568’
Fork in piste with a military signpost. Go left, direction N’SSOUR, but only for a few hundred
meters (after a oued), then leave the main track and head bearing 126°. This crosses the direction
of most tracks and heads straight to the hills in the distance.
27
N29° 52.975' W6° 54.704’
Clearly back on a piste again, bearing 117° towards hills.
29
N29° 52.462' W6° 53.550’
Track crosses the small hills.
31
N29° 51.351' W6° 53.173’
Fork in piste, keep left, bearing 175°
33
N29° 50.478' W6° 53.032’
Fun rollercoaster track over small hills.
38

N29° 47.769' W6° 52.225’

Fork in piste, keep right, bearing 199°
43
N29° 45.441' W6° 52.316’
Fork in piste, keep left, bearing 102°
45
N29° 44.637' W6° 50.882’
Longer, 500m sandy oued crossing. The main bed of the track after this gets rather sandy, but
you can easily drive next to it.
48
N29° 43.434 W6° 50.326’
Join MS8 at KM162. If following MS8 switch to the description on p160. Next navigation point
going west is MS8 KM171; going east is MS8 KM156
Turn east for Lac Iriki; it’s all clearly indicated with Dakar mounds.
55
N29° 43.605' W6° 46.644’
Army checkpoint. Fiche it up.
74
N29° 44.822' W6° 35.497’
Army checkpoint. Going east they usually leave you alone, going west they will likely stop you and
ask for fiches.
The vast expanse of Lac Iriki unfolds to the north of you. Have fun! Aim NNE for N29° 50.090'
W6° 32.210’ to KM112 of MS8 or NNE to N29° 50.46 W06° 37.76 for MS8 KM125.

